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About This Game

In this game your goal is to land your rocket safely, but watch out the world is full of danger like mines, lasers and turrets.
Besides the main levels you can put your ski 5d3b920ae0

Title: Land it Rocket
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Petite Games
Publisher:
Petite Games
Release Date: 24 Feb, 2017

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3 or newer

Processor: 1 GHz Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM
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very cool game, but if you add the rocket customization, it will be very cool!. is alright mang.. A casual rocket science. A game
like Old Lunar lander game, with more casual and simple but fun graphic. Quite challenging, but not too punishing. See
gameplay in 5 minutes.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oUNMHhXCL7Q&list=PLeeZwq7H2sN73itoKTp87R5DHS4XP1aFh FREE GIVEAWAY
FOR 1st SUBSCRIBER AND LIKE THE VIDEO!. It's OK! Simple at first, gradually the levels introduce new hazards to avoid
and become more challenging to navigate. It reminds me somewhat of a game from 1986 called "Thrust", except you don't have
to escape the level trying to carry a cumbersome payload. Pleased for the Linux support and happy to say I've had no issues
playing it with my Xbox ONE controller.
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